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“With a view to compare theory with practice, we might now com- 

pute the number of oscillations which No. 3 x ought to make at 

Madras from the observed number in London; thus, assuming the 

Dip for London to be 69° 10’ N. the formula becomes 

{3 + sec, 469° 10) }4 : {3 + sec. (6° 52750") Ve, : 462,76) : 

performing the computation T = 344,87 differing to the amount 

of 44,57 seconds from the observations. This difference between 

theory and observation, is but one of many instances which have from 

time to time occurred in the infant state of a science. Observation 

has led us toa theory, and then again has shewn the incompleteness 

of such theory. In the case of Magnetism, we have long since been 

prepared to expect that local causes might considerably interfere with 

its established laws; since one station (the island of Teneriffe) has 

already exhibited some singular anomalies, both in respect to the Dip 

and Intensity. Under these circumstances it is much to be wished 

that observations could be multiplied in various parts of India, where- 

by the law of variation from theory may be detected ;—and how is 

this to be accomplished? My answer is ready:—Let any gentleman 

who is disposed to undertake a set of magnetic intensity experiments 

signify his intentions; and I shall have great pleasure in forwarding 
to him, free of expense, a magnetised and compared needle, provided 

that I am favored with a copy of the results. In anticipation that 

there will be several gentlemen disposed to forward this inquiry, I am 

now preparing several needles for use. All that is necessary is, that 

the person applying for a needle should be in possession of a good,clock 

or chronometer, and has the means of ascertaining its daily rate. 

Madras Observatory, 9th May, 1837. 

Note.—We shall be most happy to promote the author’s views by 

making a series of experiments with his needles in Calcutta, and then 

distributing them to friends in the interior. Of the dip we havea 

few records, (see Proc. As. Soc. for May.) Major B. Buaxz also 

brought from England an adjusted intensity needle, but we have not 

yet been favored with his observations.—Ep. 

VI.—The sae of the Saurashira group ‘of Coins deciphered. By 
James Prinsep, Sec, As. Soc. 

Those who would deprecate the study of old coins asa useless and 
uninteresting waste of time and ingenuity,—and there are such we fear 
even among the readers of this journal,—frequently mistake the means 
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for the end, and suppose us to be enamoured of the very defects of the 

barbarous specimens of ancient art we seek out with such ardour, 

rather than give us credit for being impelled by the desire of 

looking through them at the history of the times they faintly but 

certainly pourtray. Twice has our small band of collectors been 

enabled to oppose a triumphant reply to such sceptics even with the 

unpromising materials of purely Indian relics, without counting the 

splendid: but more natural harvest in ancient Baciria. The dynasty 

of the Guptas in central and eastern India, and that of the Buddhist 

rajas of Ceylon, form two unequivocal lines of history developed, oy 

confirmed, by the unlying evidence of coins. I am now happy in 

being able to produce athird series for the west of India, equally well 

filled as to names, and of greater interest than either of the previous 

discoveries, on several accounts, as will presently be manifest. 

I have given the name of Sawrashtra series to the coins depicted in 

Plate XLIX. of Vol. IV. because they have principally been found at 

Mandivee, Puragarh, Bhoj, and other ancient towns in Cutch, Cattywar, 

and Guzerat, the Surastrene of the Greeks, which comprehended from 

the Sindh or Indus to Barugdza (Baroach) on the confines of Ariake, or 

India Proper, and which cannot but be identical with the Saurashtra, 

of Sanskrit authorities*. The specimens before me when engraving 

the plate alluded to, were not very distinct, and I could not then make 

out more than a few of the letters, which were seen at once to belong 

to a peculiar form of ancient Nagari. 

Success in other quarters brought me back to the promising field of 

Saurashtra, made more promising by the accession of some fresh coins 

from Mr. Wartnern of Bombay, and Captain Burnes, whereon the 

legends were more complete. 

While thus engaged, I received from Captain Harkness, Sec. Roy. 

As. Soc. along with a copy of the Society’s Journal, No. VI. (which 

also contains a notice by Professor Wiusen of one coin of this group, 

but without deciphermentt) a couple of beautifully executed plates of 

a fine collection of these same coins in the possession of Mr. Stevart, 

who made a tour through India a few years since. The plates appear 

to have been executed in Italy; and as no explanation oceurs, I 

* See preceding note on the birth place of Ixwaxu, page 349. 

t+ Professor Witson has inadvertently assumed in his note, on my authority, 

that these coins are known by the name of Gadhia paisa, or ass-money. It was 

not to this description, but to a very degenerate descendant of the Indo-Parthian 

coinage, generally of copper, that Captain Burnes stated the name to be 

applied.— (See my former paper, Jour. Vol. III. p. 687.) 
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presume they have been circulated to the various Oriental Societies in 

hopes of getting the legends deciphered. Encouraged and aided by 

this accession of materials, I proceeded, according to the plan that 

succeeded so well with the Bactro-Pehlevi inscriptions, to separate and 

analyse the conformable portion or the titles common to all the coins, 

and afterwards to classify the unconformable portion, which of course 

would include the proper names. 

In this manner I was soon fortunate enough to discover a key to the 
whole in the value of one or two anomalous looking letters which had 

hitherto deceived me by their resemblance to members of other ancient 

Sanskrit alphabets. I must acknowledge some assistance from Mr. 

_ Waruen’s Sindhi grammar, where having found the absence of vowel 

marks in the modern alphabet of the country, I was not unprepared to find 

the same omission in the more ancient one. Another preparatory step 

was derived from the Treczar legends of last month’s plate, ending in 

Mitasa, which I venturedto construe as the corrupted or Pali mode of ex- 

pressing the Sanskrit possessive case Mitrasya, A similar xy was perceiv- 

ed following zy, or putra, which left little doubt that the word was 

qaqa, for wae“ of the son,’’ which, by the idiom of the language, 

would be the final word of the sentence, and would require all the pre- 
ceding members of it to be in the genitive case. 

The letter — (or ) occurred in the body of one or two of the legends 

in its simple state, whereas in the initial word, which could not but be 

rdja, it was prolonged below, shewing that another letter was sub- 

joined, while sometimes the visarga followed it.—This could be no- 

wise explained but by supposing it the possessive case of UIST, or UH: 

rdjneh, the double letter being not at that early date replaced by a 

compound symbol. 

The same observation will apply to all the other double letters, mz, 

tr, dr, sv, shv, which are in this alphabet made by the subjunction of 

the second letter without diminution. Hence the peculiar elongation 

of many of the letters, which was at first thought characteristic of the 

whole alphabet, but it turns out to belong only to the letter r, which 

is thus distinguished from the x, 7, and h. 

The second word of the title Lread HaHq, for Bfan~E Kritrimasya, 

genitive of Kritrima; which is translated in Wi1son’s dictionary 

“made, factitious, an adopted son (for Kritrima putra).’—The latter 

sense was inadmissible, because it so happened that the name of the 

actual father was in every case inserted, and the same title was also ap- 

plied to him. The only manner, therefore, in which the term could 

be rendered was by ‘‘ elected” —*‘ adopted’””—by the people, or by the 
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feudal chiefs of the country; a designation entirely new in Indian 

numismatics, and leading toa highly interesting train of reflection, to 

which I must presently recur. Sometimes the epithet Mahd is 

afixed—not to raja, but to Kritrima, as Rdja maha Kritrima, the 

‘great or special elected king’—as if in these cases he had been 

the unanimous choice of his people, while in the others he was 

installed merely by the stronger party in the state. 

In every instance but one, the raja is stated to be the son of a raja; 
and it is quite natural to expect that a prince, unless he were very 

unpopular, would have influence to secure the succession in his own 

family. In the case forming the exception to this rule, the raja is the 

son of a Swdmin or Swami, a general term for brahman or religious 

person. I have therefore placed him at the head of the line, although 

it does not follow that in an elective government the regular succes- 

sion may not have been set aside in favor of an influential commoner. 

Among all the coins hitherto examined nine varieties only have 

been discovered. Of these several can be traced from father to son 

in regular succession.—Others again spring from the same father, 

as if brothershad succeeded, in default of heirs direct, or from voluntary 

supercession ; but we know that in Indian families the same names 

frequently recur in the same order of filiation; so that unless ac- 

companied by a date it is quite impossible to decide whether the 

individuals are the same in every case of similar names. 

The features on the obverse might serve as a guide in many cases, 

for they (as 1 have before remarked) are executed with a skill and 

delicacy quite Grecian ; but it will be seen below that I doubt their 
representing the individual named on the reverse. 

I have lithographed in Plate XXIV. the several varieties of legend, 

as corrected and classified, after careful examination of Mr. Srzvarr’s 

plates, with all the coins in our respective cabinets, as well as the 

sketches I have been favored with of others by Mr. Waruen. I have not 

time to engrave the coins themselves, of which indeed the former plate 

will give a clear idea, for they are all the same in size and appearance, 
varying a little in the countenance of the prince. Their average weight 

is about thirty grains, agreeing in this respect with the korees mention- 

ed by Hamitton as struck in Cutch, four to a rupee, by the Raos and 

Jams of Noanagar, with Hindui characters*. 

Legend, No. 1. Of this there are four examples in Mr. Stevart’s 

plate. I had one from Mr. Warnenf, which passed into Captain 

CunNINGHAmM's possession by exchange.—Adding the matras or vowels, 

* HaMILTON’s Hindostan, I. 654, + Found by Captain Prescott in Guzerat. 
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and correcting the possessive termination, the legend will be in modern 

character, 

ts faa wey afa sazayqag 
Rajna kritrimasya Rudra Sahasya, Swami Janadama-putrasya. 

in English, ‘ (coin) of the elected king Rupra SAu, son of SwXmr Jana- 
pama. The letter beginning the word Swdmi in the majority of Mr. 

Srevarv’s figures, is an ¥, in lieu of a@. In one of his, and in mine 

(or rather Captain Prescorr’s coin), the orthography is correct. 
There may be a little doubt about the n in Janadama, which is rather 

indistinct, but I think the dot at the foot of the line decisive. 

Legend, No. 2. Of this there are likewise four coins engraved. We 

have none in Calcutta. The words run: 

UH Aare Waa TH alaaw wee aq 
Rajna kritrimasya Agadamna, rajna kritrimasya Rudra Séh putrasya. 

‘Of the elected king Acapama, son of the elected king Rupra Sdu.’ 

The simple title, raja, of the father makes it probable that he is the 

preceding prince, whose son therefore succeeded him under the same 

system of election. 

Legend, No. 3. Two coins in the Srevart collection : 

us: afarg aitee: wea aay casey ye 
Rajneh kritrimasya Vitra damneh, rajna mahé kritrimasya Dama Sdhasya putrasya. 

‘Of the elected king Vi'rapama, son of the great elected king 

Dama Sa’u.’ 

In these examples we have the correct orthography of the genitives 

with one superfluous @ attached to the penultimate Sdka,—which 

being connected with the word putrasya did not grammatically 

require the affix. Dama Sa/’u, the father, is most probably a different 
person from the Acapama of the last coin. His title is more impor- 

tant, though that of his son again falls to the former level. We have 

as yet no coins of Dama Sa’n himself, though by this happy in- 
sertion of the ‘ fathers’ we obtain two names with each specimen. 

Legend, No. 4. Four coins in Stevart’s plates—none in Calcutta : 

UH aay way un afaay Ttca aq 

‘Of the great elected king Rupra Sa/u, son of the elected king 
| Vi RADAMA.’ 

Nothing invites remark in the orthography of this legend but the 

insertion of the visarga in one place and its omission in another, 

Rupra SAu is a direct descendant of the last raja. 

Legend, No. 5. Two coins in the Srevarr list—two in my 
cabinet, one in Captain CUNNINGHAM’S; 

‘ 3D 
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ust: alana fagquee cua aay ware ya 
‘Of the elected king Viswa Su, son of the great elected king 

Rupra SAu.’ : 

Another regular succession. It is curious that the. visarga is not 

inserted at random, but, where it has been once given, the engraver 

seems to have considered it necessary to repeat it—as he does also to 

conform to the modification of the letter 7 in raja. 

Legend, No. 6. Three Srnvarr coins, one Painsxp (from Burnes’ 

collection), and one in Dr. Swiney’s cabinet : 

twa waft shea UR aeahay wes FAW 

‘ Of the great elected king Arrrpama, son of the great elected king 

Rupra SAH.’ 

Here we have, in all probability, a second son of Rupra Sdu, 

through failure of heirs male to Viswa Sku. I write Arri for 

euphony as the most likely disposition of the vowels, none being 

expressed but the initial a, which, as in the modern Sindhi, serves for 

all vowels equally well. 

Legend, No. 7. Including Nos. 9 to 12 of the Srnuarr plate ; 

two in my cabinet, one in Captain CunnineHam’s, and one in Dr. 

SwINeEyv’s : " 

ua afaae frareive us agate wher gre 

‘Of the elected king Viswa S&u, son of the great elected king 

ATRIDAMA.” 

This second Viswa is shorn of his father’s distinction, Mahd. He 

does not appear to have left ason to take his place, being in the 

same predicament (as far as our information goes) as his namesake 

the son of RupRa. 

Legend, No. 8. Three coins, 25, 26 and 27 of Sruvarrt, and two in 

my series—one lately received from Mr. WaTHEN, and perfect in its 

circle of letters : 

cra az ates fears siey tra werafare case Jam 

‘Of the great elected king Visaya Sdn, son of the great elected 

king Dama Séu.’ 

This rdja is evidently out of place; being a son of Dama Savu, he 

should have come before Vi’RADAMa, who hada son. I did not per- 

ceive the mistake until after the plate was lithographed. 

Legend No. 9. Of this there is only one specimen in the Strvarr 

collection, to which Iam able to add two. Col. Ton’s plate in the Roy. 

As. Soc. Trans. contains one. The inscription exceeds all the rest in 

length : 

Ua avaary Sawswisy Us avatar alae ga 
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‘Of the great elected king SwAm1 Rupra S&u, son of the great 

elected king Swim1 Rupra Dama.’ 
These two names stand insulated from all the rest, and the only 

test by which we can attempt to supply them with a fit position in the 

list, is the form of the letter 3 which is decidedly of the earlier model. 

These two kings may therefore come conveniently into the break 
after AGADAMA, the second on our list. 

We may now proceed to sum them up in the order thus conjectu- 
rally determined. 

Elected Sovereigns of Cutch, (Saurashtra ?) 

' 1. Rupra S&zu, son of a private individual, SwXm1 JaANADAMA. 

2. AcapaMA, his son. 

(Here the connection is broken.) 

3. SwAm1 Rupra Dama. 

4. SwXmr Rupra S<u, his son. 
(Here the connection is again broken.) 

5. Dama SAu, of whom no coins are extant. 

6. Visaya Su, his son. 
7, Vi’RA Dama, another son of Dama S&u, 

8. Rupra Su, son of Vi'ra. 

9. Viswa Séu, son of Rupra. 

10. Arripama, also son of Rupra. 

11. Viswa SAu, son of ATRIDAMA. 

Thus we have eleven kings, with only two breaks in the succession, 

developed by this very interesting series of minute silver coins. 
Eleven kings, at the usual average of eighteen years per reign, will run 

through a space of just two centuries. Yet where need we seek for a 

single trace of such a dynasty in any of the works of the Hindus, 

when of the Guptas reigning in the central provinces the memory is 

but faintly shadowed in some of the spurious Puranas? It would be 
more unnatural to hope for any allusion to a remote kingdom of the 

west like Cutch, in the books of the brahmans; and unless we can find 

something to the purpose in the numerous inscriptions from Girnar 

and Junagarh, we may, as far as the Hindus are concerned, but have 

added a barren list of names to the numerous pedigrees already col- 

lected by Top and others, with the advantage however, always consi- 

derable, of their being entitled to perfect confidence. 

From the Persian historians here and there may be picked up an 

incidental notice, of great value, regarding the internal affairs of 

India, but the names are so changed and confounded with titles that 

it is sometimes hard to recognize them. One of these notices quoted 
3D 2 
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by Colonel Porrinesr in his history of Sinde* seems to throw an im- 

portant light upon the point before us. After noticing the utter absence 

of any information on the dark age between the Macedonian expedition 

and the incursions of the Musulmans, this author says—‘‘ The native 

princes are not mentioned by name in all the manuscripts I have peru- 

sed, until the time of the celebrated Kuoosroo (NoursHerwan) king 

of Persiaf, who sent a large army and ravaged the western frontier of 

Sasze R&sa’s dominions ; which are described, including his tributaries, 

to have extended on the north to the present provinces of Kashmeer 

and Kabool ; southward to Surat and the island now called Diu; west- 

ward along the sea coast to Mukran, and eastward to the provinces of 

Marwéar, Bikaneer, &c.” 

Colonel Porrincer states that the rajas name was Suseer Sineu ; 

but this may be the learned mode of expanding the original Sa-See into 

a genuine Sanskrit name. He was killed and his country plundered, 

but after the enemy had retired with their spoil, two princes of the 

same dynasty succeeded and reigned with great vigour and equity, 
repairing the forts of Sehwan, Moo, Oocha, Narain koth, &c., which 

had fallen to decay under their peaceful progenitors. The second 

prince, resigning himself to sensual pleasures, left the conduct of affairs 
to his minister, during whose illness a young brahman of his office, 

named Cuucu, having occasion to visit the king in the seraglio, was seen 

and loved by the queen, and on the death of the king they married and 

brought about a revolution which placed him on the throne. “Such,” 

says the historian, ‘‘ was the close of the race of Raja Saszxz, which 

had governed the kingdoms of Sinde for upwards of two thousand 

years ; whose princes at one period received tribute from eleven 

dependent kingdoms, and who had set the threats of the greatest 

monarchs of the world at defiance.” 

Now the word Sasee, the general name of the royal line, has a much 

greater affinity with Saha (genitive, Sdiasa) than with Suszer Sinca— 

and this name we find borne by seven out of the eleven princes whose 

names have been thus fortunately preserved. Many other consi- 

derations might be adduced in favor of their identity. A commercial 

maritime kingdom seated in Saurashtra and at the mouth of the Indus, 

would naturally extend its sway up the valley of that river and its 

branches. From its wealth and liberal form of government, it would 

be stable and powerful, especially under a tributary treaty (in general 

* PortincEeR’s Travels in Beloochistan, p. 386. 

+ NoursHERWAN flourished about the middle of the sixth century. He was 

contemporary with the Roman Emperors Justinian and JusTIN. 
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punctually performed) with the great monarch of Persia, the chief ene- 

my capable of doing it injury. The antiquity assigned to this Sindian, 

or early Indian kingdom, further agrees with the tradition of Ikswaku’s 
residence, and the migration of his sons eastward, and with all we have 

remarked (in a previous paper) regarding the origin of the commercial 

classes throughout modern India. 

But, if the dynasty of the Sdha or Sasee rajas, of which we may 

now fix the termination towards the close of the sixth century, extended 

backwards for two thousand years or even a quarter of that period, we 

should find some mention of it by ALExanpER’s historian, or by his 

namesake the commercial ArriaNn, who visited this very kingdom ia 

the second century of our era. The elder Arrran affords but little to aid 

us. In the descent of the Indus, some petty chiefs, as Musicanvs, 

OxyKANus and SAmBus are encountered and overthrown; but we hear 

of no paramount sovereignin Patalene. Indeed from the pains taken in 

rendering Pattala more habitable by digging wells, and inviting back 

the fleeing population, it might be argued that it could not have been a 

place of much importance prior to ALEXANDER’S Visit. 

The capital of the province had changed in the second Arrian’g 

time, to Mindgara, ‘‘ the residence of a sovereign, whose power extended 

as far as Barugdza in Guzerat. The government was in the hands of a 

tribe of Parthians divided into two parties ; each party as it prevailed 

chose a king out of its own body, and drove out the king of the 
opposite faction : svvexas adAnaous éxdindvtwr* ,”” 

Dr. Vincent, the learned commentator on the Periplus, seems to 

hesitate in believing this assertion of ARRIAN that the government of 

the Sindh, Cutch and Guzerat province, was in the hands of a tribe of 

the Parthians, ‘‘ BaotAévera: d¢ brd Napdwv—”” «« If,” says this author, “ the 
governing power were Parthians, the distance is very great for them 

to arrive at the Indus ; may we not, by the assistance of imagination, 

suppose them to have been Affghans, whose inroads into India have been 

frequent in allages. That the government was not Hindu is manifest, 

and any tribe from the west might be confounded with Parthians. If we 

suppose them to be Affghans, this is a primary conquest of that nation, 

extending from the Indus to Guzerat, very similar to the invasions 

of Maumu’p the Ghaznavidet.”—“ If” (we may here continue) for 

Affghans in this passage, we substitute the Mithraic races of Seistan 

and Ghazni, by whatever name they were known at the time, we find 

confirmation of such a line of invasion both in Mr. Masson’s remarks— 

in our Indo-Sassanian coins, andin ArrrAn ; for the fire worship would 

* Vincent, P eriplus of the Erythrean sea, IJ, 385. + Periplus, II. 585. 
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be quite ground enough for his classing the ruling race under the 

general term of Parthian*. 
At any rate, as our author says, the ruling power was not then 

Hindu; and therefore the dynasty of the Sdhas, in which we find the 

genuine Hindu names of Rudra, Viswa, Vira and Vijaya could not yet 

have sprung up. Thus we have a limit on either side, between the 

third and the seventh century to assign to them, and we have names 

enough to occupy one half of that space. The family name of SAu, 

or Ssuv, is not Sanskritt, but it is very extensively used in the verna- 

cular dialects. Half of the mahajans of Benares are named Saht, and 

the epithet evidently implies ‘ merchants,’ for we find the same root in 

the sahukdr (soucar) agent; souda, soudagar, trade, trader ; and perhaps 

in the Persian word scod, interest. One branch of this western tribe 

Sdh§ has been elevated to royalty in the present occupants of the throne 

of Nipal : the Garkhdlis, who overturned the Malla line in 1768, hav- 

ing confessedly migrated from Udayapir close upon the borders of our 

supposed Sindian kingdom, and settled in the hilly district of Kemaon 

about two centuries anterior to their conquest of Népal Proper. 

The learned memoir of Professor Lassen on the Pentapotamia 

furnishes us with a proof that the Sahs of Sinde and Guzerat were well 

known at the time the seventh chapter of the Mahabharata was 

written for, when describing with all the acrimony of those who had 

suffered from their aggressions, the origin and habits of the Bahlics or 

Bactrians of the Panjdb or Panchanada, in the 44th verse we find 

the following words put into the mouth of Carna: 

* By Parthians, according to Moses of Chorene, should be understood the 

Pathavis, or Balhavis, or people of Pahla, Balha or Baicha, the Balika or Bahikha 

of the Sanskrit, and the Bactria of the Greeks: whence were derived the Pehlevi 

dynasty and Pehlevi writing of Persia; and the Palhawans of their more ancient 

poetry. An explanation so comprehensive and simple, that it seems curious it 

should ever have been disputed by the learned. Is it not also highly probable 

that the Balabhi kings, and their capital the Balabhipura of Gujerat, should origi- 

nally have referred toa Pahlavi dynasty holding or re-establishing their sway in 

this province? The Sanskrit name of the town according to Top is Balika-pura, 

and of the kings, Balika-rai. We must find their coins and decipher their in- 

scriptions ere we shall be competent to enter more fully on the subject. 
+ @z or ageq Saha deva is however the name of the youngest of the five 

Pandava princes, and might be accepted by some etymologists as the original of 

a patronymic, Sadhu. wae also signifies ‘‘ increase, addition;’? but @Tq is 

generally looked upon as the root of Sdhu the mercantile name. : 

t Gopat Das Sau, Goat Das Sau, &c. &e. 

§ I perceive also in a manuscript just received from Captain SLeeMAN, that 

the Sdhs frequently reigned at Garha Mandela. 
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FAST ARMA ALET ATA TTT: | 
aufa fererater <fa war fagfeariii 

which M. Lassen translates : 

Prasthali, Madri, Gandh4&ri, Aratti profecto hatrones ; 

Necnon Basates et SAuvIRI SINDHUID#: ita in universum vituperantur. 

And in a note he alludes to a variation in the manuscript whence Dr. 

Wixtson thus translated the same passage: ‘ The Prasthalas (perhaps 

borderers) Madras, Gandh4ras, Arattas, Khosas, Basas, Atisindhus (or 

those beyond the Sindhus), Sauviras, are all equally infamous.’— 

“ Legit igitur aTaa:aur; Sed prestantiorem prebet lectionem Codex 

Parisiens ; et Chasi huc non pertinent ; a Pentapotamia enim sunt alieni. 

Basorum et Atisindhuidarum nomina ignota mihi sunt et in errorem 

h. I. induci sese passus est doctissimus Anglus. Compositum nor ex 

tribus, sed ex duobus tantum nominibus constat, Basati et Sindhu- 

satvira. Posteriores laudantur Ram. I, XII, 25. ed. Schl. et alio 

nomine appellati sunt Cumdlaca (Hem. ch. IV. 26.) Prius nomen 

sepius in Bharatea reperi, ex. c. in hoc versu, ex libro sexto descripto : 

Mac: Raf FI wractar q@aray! 

Gandhari, Saddhales, orientales, montium incole atque Basates.”’ 

The Professor’s reading so entirely accords with the conditions of 

our Sah or Sau fraternity that no doubt can be entertained of its being 

correct; and we gain a very important step by learning the Sanskrit 

mode of spelling the term G1, since we may thence hazard a new 

interpretation of the word Saurashtra, as Sau-rashtra ‘the country of 

the Sau tribe,’ a more close and plausible one than that hitherto 

accepted of Saurya-rashtra the country of the sun-worshippers. 

The 72nd couplet confirms such an interpretation by ascribing 

precisely the same iniquities (theft, or perhaps commercial usury) to the 

Saurashtrians, the vowel being only shortened for the sake of the verse. 

SST SST SAT SPU SPAT ATSLHTAALT: GTBT: 

Orientales servi sunt, meridionales turpes, Bahici latrones, Surashtri preedatores. 

Commentators have uniformly supposed Surashtra to denote the 

modern Surat, but this is an error; the name applies only to the 

Surastréne of Protemy, and Surat, as I am assured by Mr. BorropaiLE 

of the Bombay Civil Service, is comparatively a modern town; 

and its name, now persianized into > gv Surat, was originally 
Suryapur, the town of the Sun. 

I waive all discussion here on the important bearing the above theo- 

ry has on the age of the Mahabharat and of the Ramayana; either the 
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Sdhs of Sinde must be very old, or the passages of abuse and praise 

in these poems must yield their claim to high antiquity. At any 

rate a departure from strict oxthodoxy is established against the 

tribe. 

There are some other points in the reverse legend of the coins 

‘before us that call for further explanation—first, of the word Kritrima. 

The expression quoted above from Arrian indicates something of an 

elective government even while the Parthians ruled at Minagara ; each 

party as it acquired the ascendancy in the politics of the state ‘ chosing 

a king out of its own body.’ 

Dr. Vincent supposes that the contending parties (the whigs and 

tories of their day) were not both Parthians, but more probably Par. 

thian and Indian. This view is nota little supported by the coin 

evidence, and it is only necessary to imagine that the native influence 

of a rich mercantile aristocracy at length prevailed and excluded the 

Parthians altogether. Of these Parthians we see the remnant in the 

Parsees so numerously located in Guzerat and Surat, and can easily 

imagine, from their numbers and commercial enterprize, that they 

must have been formidable rivals to the indigenous merchant-kings. 

Something of this feudal system of government is visible to this day 

in the fraternity of the jdrajahs or chiefs of Cattywar and Cutch. The 

name jardjah might, without any unwarrantable license, be deduced 

from sah-rdja, persianized to ja-rdja or local chieftain. In 1809 there 

were twenty or more of these chiefs in Cutch alone able to furnish a 

contingent of from two hundred to one thousand men*. In the 
Guzerat peninsula the number must be much greater, since in 1807 there 

were estimated to be five thousand two hundred families in which the 

inhuman custom of female infanticide was regarded as a dignified 

distinction of their caste! 

In the names of these modern chieftains we can trace a few of our 

list atra, visa, and vira : anda town called Damanagar, may have owed 

its foundation to our prince of that name. The Jah-rdjahs and Catties 

call themselves Hindus, but are very superficially acquainted with the 

doctrines of their faith—the real objects of their worship are the Sun 

gnd the Matha Assapurit the goddess of nature,—doubtless the 

Nanaia of more classical Bactria. They are saidto impress the Solar 

image on every written document. We are accordingly prepared to 

find it on their ancient coinage, where it is seen on the right hand 

side, the moon (matha for mds or mdh) being always in company on 

the left. 

* Hamitton’s Hindostan, I, 587. t+ Ditto, I, 637. 
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The central symbolI have had to explain so often and with so many 

modifications, that I really feel it becomes more of an enigma the 

more is said of it! It occurs on the Pantaleon Greek coins—on the 

Indo-Scythic group—on the Behat Buddhist group—on similar coins 
dug up in Ceylon—and here at the opposite extremity of India. It is 

the Buddhist Chattya, the Mithraic flame,—mount Meru, mount Aboo! 

—in fact, it is as yet unintelligible and the less said of it, the sooner 

unsaid when the enigma shall be happily solved ! 

Legend of the obverse. 

Having satisfactorily made out the contents of the inscription on 

the reverse of the Saurashtra coins, I might have hoped to be equally 

successful with the obverse ; but here I must confess myself quite foiled. 
From the obverse die being somewhat larger than the other, it seldom 

happens that a perfect legend can be met with; and by placing toge- 

ther all the scraps from different samples, enough only can be restored 

to shew: Ist, its general character; 2nd, to prove that it is not 

Sanskrit ; and 3rd, that it contains two distinct styles of letter on 

the opposite sides of the head; that on the right having a strong 

resemblance to Greek, the other a fainter to Pehlevi; but both written 

by an ignorant hand. The three or four Pehlevi letters are variable 

and quite illegible; but the others, by combining the two first 

examples in the plate, (No. 5, from my coin; 8, from Mr. Srevart,) 

might be read vonones vasileus, allowing sufficient latitude for the 

corruption of a century or two. Should my conjecture be admitted 

even to the extent that the letters are Greek, we may safely attribute 

their presence to the supremacy of the Arsacidan king of Persia, or, 

looking farther back, to the offsets of the Bactrian kingdom in the 

valley of the Jndus, where the Greek characters were still retained, as 

proved by the coins of Koprs and Nongs, (or Vonones) Azzs, &c. ; 

and we may conclude that his portrait, and not that of the tributary 

raja, was allowed to grace the coinage of Saurashtra. 

The sway of Demerrivs we know from Strago to have extended over 

the delta of the Jndus, and the retrenchment of a single particle 

from his text would make it include Saurashtra also. Speaking of 

MeEnaANDER’s Indian possessions he says: 

“Evye kai Tov “Trav (Tractw) di€8y mpds &w Kad wéexpt Tov Ioapou (“Iwudvov) mpo 

free. Tauty yap avrds, rade Anutrpios "Evdvdhuov vios tod Baktplwy RaciAéws 

ov udvoy Ge Martadnviy KarecxXov, aAAG Kat THs BAANS Tapadias TivTe TecoapidoTou 

Kadouperny Kal THY SuyépTiBos BaciAciay. 

On this important passage many have been the opinions expressed 

by the learned. Bayer refers the third name (the first two being fixed 

3 E 
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as the Hyphasis and Jumna) to the mouths of the Ganges: “ quam 
Strabo, alteram oram maritimam nomine Tescapworov dicit ? nempe 
nullam potuit, nisi que ad Gangis fluminis ostia ubi et Sryépridos 

regnum.” M. Lassxrn, from whose Pentapotamia I have cited the 

above extract, thinks that the word merely alludes to the coasts in the 

neighbourhood of Pattalene, and he identifies Sigertis with the 

Sanskrit Trigertd faaat in the province of Lahore. Manners places 

the former in Guzerat: ‘‘ad oram maritimam, que hodie Guzerat, 

olim nomine Sanskrit UST (Gurjara) appellata est, Teccapiooroy 

regionem refert Mannertus, quod at veritatem haud dubie proxime 

accedit, sed nil certius de hoc nomine invenio*.”’ 

Now by abstracting, as I said before, the twice repeated particle, te, 

or by changing 7¢s, to the article Tov or ts, the whole obscurity of the 

text disappears, and the BaciAca rns Zapiocrov kadovucvy stands forth as 
the maritime kingdom of Saurashtra. This interpretation is surely 

more natural than the extension of MeNANpDER’s rule to the extreme 

east of India, merely to find another maritime delta and port for the 

greco-latinized corruption of a name quasi Tessariostia / 

But we dare not venture on any speculations in regard to Greek 

names or affairs, lest we undergo castigation from the Hellénic critics of 

Paris, who are surprised at our ignorance of authors, ancient and 

modern, Greek and German, whose works we regret to say have never 

yet visited the banks of the Ganges! We ‘ Indianistes’ must then 

leave this investigation to M. Raout pg Rocuerttxs as being altogether, 

to use his own words, “ hors du departement de nos etudes !” 

Theré are still two series of Saurashtra coins to be examined, but 

I have not yet wholly succeeded in deciphering them, and my readers 

will doubtless rejoice at such an excuse for postponing their discus- 

sion : | cannot, however, let pass the present opportunity of mention- 

ing, as a highly curious circumstance, the very great similarity 

between the old Sanskrit and the Greek character. Their striking 

uniformity becomes more palpable the farther we retire into antiquity, 

the older the monuments we have to decipher; so that even now, 

while we are quite green in the study, we might almost dare to 

advance (with the fear of M. Raout pre Rocuerts before us), that the 

oldest Greek (that written like the Pheenician from right to left) was 

nothing more than Sanskrit turned topsy turvy! A startling proposi- 

tion this for those who have so long implicitly believed in Cadmus, 

and the introduction from Myypt of what, perchance, never existed 

there. Yet there is nothing very new nor very unnatural in the 

* De Pentapotamia Indica Commentatio, C. Lasstenu, 51. 


